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Naturest® Kenkopad®

Key features and benefits

•   Transforms a regular mattress into an environment more conducive to healthier sleep
• Cocooning revolutionary RAM™ (radial-axis magnetism) Technology 
• Gradient-density nodules provide a gentle massage-like stimulation 
• Latex foundation wicks away moisture and promotes improved ventilation
 

www.nikkenwellbeing.eu

A proper amount of time spent in deep sleep is crucial as it’s only 
in the third and fourth stages of sleep when muscles relax, blood 
pressure drops, breathing slows, and increased tissue growth and 
repair occurs. It’s here, too, when hormones are released and  
energy restored.

You only have to lie down on a Naturest Kenkopad to begin to  
understand why it can help you benefit from a more relaxing,  
restful sleep. Several sleep technologies have unsuccessfully tried 
to replicate the restful, recharging effects of a massage, but only 
the specially moulded, gradient-density nodules of the Naturest 
Kenkopad give you the right mix of firmness and yield, providing  
a gentle stimulation that makes your body more receptive  
to relaxation. 

Your comfort is further enhanced by the way the latex foundation 
moulds to your body’s contours, relieving discomfort on its  
pressure points. This latex foundation also dissipates moisture 
and, together with the natural-fibre cover, promotes improved  
ventilation. In a final all-important touch, Nikken’s exclusive  
RAM (radial-axis magnetism) Technology enfolds you in a series  
of overlapping, three-dimensional magnetic fields enhancing the 
Earth’s natural energy. 

As the name suggests, simply place the Kenkopad on top of your 
regular mattress to transform it into the perfect environment for  
a healthier, more refreshing sleep.
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Product Information
 
Item Codes and Dimensions

   Code  Size (cm)   
   1110         74x185       
   1111         90x190     
   1112         135x190   
   1113         150x200   

Naturest Sleep Solution (containing Naturest Kenkopad, KenkoDream® Quilt, Naturest Pillow)

Code        
16505

Featured Nikken Technology
Magnetic Technology

Gauss Strength – 3,200

Materials Contained In Product
Synthetic latex: 38%; natural latex: 34%; graphite: 24%; wool batting: 4%
Magnetic Discs: 13/19/26 per pad depending on size, providing 3,200 gauss strength per Naturest Kenkopad
Outer Cover – Natural fibres; a mix of organic cotton and bamboo 

Latex’s natural, open cell structure provides a self-ventilating airing system, while its resistance to heat and moisture build-up  
ensures it remains dry. 

Bamboo fibre’s unusual ability to breathe means it both dissipates moisture and keeps cool in summer, warm in winter. It also  
possesses natural anti-bacterial qualities (such as a bacteriostasis bio agent).

How to Use
Place the Naturest Kenkopad on top of your regular mattress with the nodules facing upwards. Make sure it is placed so that the tag 
and zipper are at the top where your head will rest. 

Care Instructions
Spot clean only, using mild detergent and warm water. Do not oversaturate. Air-dry at room temperature away from sunlight or  
excessive heat. If folding the Naturest Kenkopad is necessary, fold with the flat side outward. Do not attempt to fold with the nodules 
facing out.
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For more information or to purchase  
please contact your Independent Nikken Consultant
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